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1 Introduction
For pupils and students, polarization is a rather di-
ult topi laking the vividness of most other optial
phenomena. Diret observation of polarization is not
really possible
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and, therefore, motivation to under-
stand polarization is often not very high.
It is intimating to try to raise motivation by sur-
prising demonstrations. Apart from the well known
experiments (two or three polarizers in series, strain
measurement by birefringene, polarizers in photog-
raphy, just to name a few) I tried raising interest by
using polarization-based games.
In the following, I shortly introdue two games and
then give a onlusion about their value as edua-
tional tools.
2 Four-in-a-row: The polarization version
I assume you are familiar with the old game Four-
in-a-row, also known as Connet Four. It is a two-
player board game
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in whih the objetive is to be the
rst to get four of one's own piees in a horizontal,
vertial, or diagonal (45 degrees) line.
For the polarization-based version we use dierent
polarizations instead of dierent olors for the two
players. That way, the players do not see whih elds
are oupied by their piees. Rather they have to re-
member where they have put them. Only if they look
through a polarizer they see their piees.
During the game eah player is allowed to peek only
three times through the polarizer but he an at least
deide when he wants to use the polarizer. By this ap-
proah, we introdue a memorization and a tatial
omponent into the lassi Four-in-a-row.
Fig. 1 shows the board when looking at it without and
with a polarizer. Dependent on the rotation of the po-
larizer one sees the piees of player one or player two.
To make the game more visually pleasing the polariz-
ers are mounted on top of birefringent (polyethylene)
material so that we see nie olors due to the strain
in the material.
Shematially, the optial setup is shown in Fig. 2. I
used small square plasti boxes for the board. The
aps of the boxes, where the main polarizers are
attahed, therefore, an be rotated in two dierent
ways, orresponding to the two players.
As in the original Four-in-a-row, the basi board
layout uses seven olumns. One might think that oth-
er layouts work equally well, but this is not true. An
uneven number of olumns is neessary. The entral
olumn has a strategi advantage, so that (experi-
ened) players try to ontrol that olumn.
I only want to point out two of the many possible
variations:
• Better players might be fored to play with a
redued number of possibilities to peek through
the polarizers.
• Other, more ompliated patterns might have
to be realized (e.g., 4-in-a-blok, some spei
binary numbers).
Playtesting, rst in the family and then with hildren
and teenagers at an open house day of the university,
lead to the following results:
1.) It turned out that putting the piees (the aps
of the boxes) the orret way onto the plasti boxes
is a little bit diult beause you have to use them
in the right orientation. Small kids (below an age of
about 10) need help.
2.) The usability might be further improved, if the po-
larizers would have been mounted dierently so that
one would see (without rotating the polarizer) blak
(player 1), white (player 2), and grey (not oupied).
3.) Also it turned out (not really surprising) that
people were able to memorize the board for quite
a long time. But at a ertain moment, when enough
piees had been used, they would need the polarizer
for nearly every or every seond move.
My personal impression is that the game is not that
muh fun. Somehow the ombination of memoriza-
tion and Four-in-a-row is not really onvining. The
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negleting the not very spetaular Haidinger brush phenomenon
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It an be played also with penil and paper.
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◦
() polarizer under 90
◦
Fig. 1: Polarization version of Four-in-a-row: Only by looking through a polarizer the piees of players One
and Two an be diserned.
olorful (birefringene) appearane makes the game
an interesting eye-ather for events like open house
day. But for suh oasions the game is a little bit too
long, too ompliated, needs too muh onentration
and explanation.
3 Polarization-based puzzle
Fig. 3 shows a birefringene-based puzzle. Again, we
use the same aps of plasti boxes. The playing area
is just a glass plate illuminated with polarized light
3
.
The birefringent plasti is illuminated with polarized
light. After passage through plasti and the seond
polarizer (the analyzer) this leads to a olorful pat-
tern. Of ourse, the pattern depends on the strain and
the thikness of the plasti between the polarizers.
The aim of the game is to align 9 (or 16) piees or-
retly so that they resemble the solution pattern
whih has been printed out before and is given to the
player. This, at rst, sounds simple beause it is a
puzzle with only 9 piees. But the piees hange as
you rotate them. In pratie hildren need about ve
minutes to solve the 9 piees problem.
The fasinating thing really is the experiene that
the piees hange as you rotate them. Also the game
an be easily explained (even to small hildren) and
it an be played alone (with only one visitor). There-
fore, it is indeed very muh suited for oasions like
trade-shows or open house days.
4 Does all this help for teaching?
Both games are eye-athers and at least the polariza-
tion puzzle makes sense for speial events. But both
games are not really useful for the purpose of optis
eduation. The olorful birefringene phenomenon is
unfortunately quite ompliated. You have to know
at least something about waves and interferene to
understand how the olors arise. Therefore, it might
be only used in eduation for students studying op-
tis. For hildren it is way too ompliated.
For students studying optis on the other hand, I
think the phenomenon alone is interesting and mo-
tivating enough so that you do not need a puzzle to
keep their motivation high.
So in onlusion, the Four-in-a-row game is a very
nie eye-ather but not a very good game and I an-
not see a real appliation for it. The polarization-
puzzle is also visually interesting and it an be used
for trade-shows, other speial events, or siene parks.
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The easiest way of implementation is to use an LCD sreen.
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3(a) some of the boxes (b) explosion view of one box with
ap
Fig. 2: Polarization version of Four-in-a-row: Optis
(a) Original setup (b) Same setup with one piee rotated
Fig. 3: Polarization Puzzle: The piees have to positioned and orientated so that a given pattern beomes
visible. The piees hange their olor if they are rotated beause of the birefringene of the plasti.
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